
Recognizing Problem Hooves And
Comestic Alterations At Auction
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Whether a prospective buyer is looking at a horse on the 
sale grounds or at a private farm, one of the key inspection 
points should be the horse’s feet. 

“I prefer a well-balanced and fairly large foot over a small 
foot. It just makes physical sense that that foot will be able 
to disperse more energy as it goes into the ground,” said 
Florida-based bloodstock agent J. B. McKathan. 

For a dirt horse, McKathan steers away from big, “pie-plate 
feet,” which he associates more with turf horses. He also 
avoids small feet, which he describes as being shaped “like a 
fence post.”
 
Horses at sales usually are freshly shod, so telltale wear 
patterns on the hoof or shoe that normally would give a 
clues about the horse’s movement will not be present. Buy-
ers should pick up each of the horse’s feet and inspect the 
bottom to see if a farrier has pared down or built up any 
areas, which could indicate an effort to change the angle of 
the hoof and the horse’s way of going.

“You want the hoof to be naturally balanced and not look like 
it was worked on to make it perfect,” McKathan said. 

Cosmetically preparing the hooves for the sale may include 
rasping off the growth rings on the outside of the hoof wall 
to create a smooth, glass-like appearance. Growth rings, 
natural protrusions on the hoof occurring at approximately 
30-day intervals, are an indication of the foot’s blood supply. 
If the buyer is able to detect where the rings were, they can 
be a clue to the internal structures of the foot.

“When we see very narrow growth rings in the heel and 
wider rings at the toe, we can rest assured that the heel 
blood supply is greatly compromised, but the toe is grow-
ing horn tubules and sole at a normal rate,” said renowned 
equine podiatrist Dr. Ric Redden of Versailles, Ky.

Growth rings at the heel that are narrower on the inside of 
the hoof than they are on the outside indicate a coffin bone 
that is listing toward the inside and becoming unbalanced. 
This lack of balance sets the stage for serious bruising, 
bone remodeling, and quarter cracks that plague too many 
top horses when they are at their peak, Redden said.

While holding up the leg, the buyer should look at the 
horse’s foot to note hoof quality, symmetry of the hoof, and 
a healthy frog, while being aware of quarter cracks and 
cosmetic alterations.

Occasionally, an unscrupulous seller (or consignor) will try to 
slip one past buyers by having the farrier apply a synthetic 
sleeve (cuff) patched onto the hoof wall and covered with 
resin dyed to match the horse’s natural hoof color. Like putty 
on a rusted car, eventually these cosmetic improvements be-
come apparent, especially when the hoof begins to grow out. 

ASK RAY

QUESTION:  Do you have one “sure thing” for the 
Breeders’ Cup?

ANSWER: No such thing as a sure thing in these 
tough races but I’m betting Lord Nelson will dominate the 
Sprint to win his fourth consecutive Grade 1. Pulpit colt 
was a decent 3-year-old going long in 2015 but he is a 
different horse this year and has perfect running style to 
get the job done.
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Stallion Spotlight

One of the certainties of shopping at the Fasig-Tipton Octo-
ber sale of yearlings is that there will be a vast spectrum 
of possibilities to select from. In addition to marquee sires 
like Bernardini, Candy Ride, Curlin, Distorted Humor, Giant’s 
Causeway, Kitten’s Joy, Lemon Drop Kid, Malibu Moon, 
Medaglia d’Oro, More Than Ready, Pioneerof the Nile, Tapit, 
and Uncle Mo, there may be yearlings by stallions that are 
more unfamiliar.

In between the omnipresent and the 
scarcely recognizable are a fleet of 
stallions, including some promising 
young horses, who are flying below the 
radar of public recognition but who 
nonetheless have credentials to make 
a mark with their stock.

These really are the backbone of the 
October sale because the nicer pros-
pects among them represent out-
standing value for yearling buyers, and 
some of them will become significant 
racehorses.

For instance, in 2006 Big Brown sold at the October sale for 
$60,000. That was a big price for a yearling by Boundary and, 
in fact, was the highest price of 2006 for a yearling by the sire. 
The big bay went on to win the Kentucky Derby and Preakness 
Stakes, earning $3.6 million.

At a lower price level the following year, Mine That Bird sold 
for $9,500, which proved to be one of the lower prices for 
a 2007 yearling by Belmont Stakes winner Birdstone (by 
Grindstone). The next season, however, Mine That Bird 
claimed a championship in Canada as their top 2-year-old 
and then migrated south to win the Kentucky Derby at 3.

Whether Fasig-Tipton is entertaining classic winners un-
awares we will only know after the fact, but there are good 
horses to be found. And one of the young sires represented 
with some of his first-crop yearlings at the October sale is 
Liaison, a G1 winner by Indian Charlie.

Even before siring champion juvenile Uncle Mo, Indian Char-
lie had made his reputation as a significant sire of talent 
and early maturity. Then Uncle Mo went unbeaten through 

his juvenile season and has now be-
come the hottest new stallion in the 
world with champion and classic win-
ner Nyquist in his first crop.

Like Uncle Mo, Liaison was a G1 win-
ner at 2, taking the lion’s share in the 
Hollywood Futurity. Liaison trained on 
well enough to win at the G2 level and 
place in several graded stakes, earning 
$767,288. He has a sizable first crop 
that are now yearlings, and among 
them a pair at Fasig-Tipton have inter-
esting credentials.

Hip 933 is a bay colt out of the Polish Numbers mare 
Charm. That makes the colt a half-brother to stakes winner 
Whirl (Unbridled’s Song), and their stakes-placed dam is a 
half-sister to champion Banshee Breeze and stakes winner 
Unbridled Wind (both by Kentucky Derby winner Unbridled). 
Hip 1120 is a dark bay colt out of the stakes winner Fast 
Laner (Mutakddim) and is a half-brother to stakes winner 
Sittin at the Bar (Into Mischief).

With balance, strength, and athletic walks among their 
assets, the yearlings by Liaison are formidable advertise-
ments for their sire. PRS

Liaison

YOUR ADVANTAGE
AS A MEMBER OF A QUALIFYING EQUINE ASSOCIATION, YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS ON NATIONALLY KNOWN  
PRODUCTS THROUGH NTRA ADVANTAGE. Your involvement entitles you to special savings on products used for your equine farm, business, or personal use.

Member To Do List:

1.
Mow the yard  

 & bale the hay

2.
Paint the barn  
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3.
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the fence

4.
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supplies

5.
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6.
Get an  
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7.
Make sure 

we are covered

8.
Replace garbage 
cans & benches

9.
Order pond 
& lake dye

Call us toll-free at 866-678-4289 
or visit www.NTRAadvantage.com
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Liaison and the Value Sires
By Frank Mitchell
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2012 Chestnut Filly, by City Zip – Precious Princess, 
by Horse Chestnut (SAf). Consigned by St George 
Sales, agent, to 2013 Fasig-Tipton Kentucky October 
Fall Yearlings Sale, purchased by Marette Farrell, 
agent, for $67,000.

Larry Salustro and Patrick Gallagher have a small 
stable of horses with trainer Michael Stidham, purchas-
ing just one yearling per year with the help of agent 
Marette Farrell. With a budget cap of around $50,000, 
Farrell has picked out a pair of stakes winners for 
the friends’ Empyrean Stables; the elder of the two is 
headed to this year’s Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf.

“They’re both true racing fans,” said Stidham. “They’re 
big horse lovers and lovers of the game. Any time that 
they can be involved on the big stage it’s certainly a 
treat, but they’ve had claiming horses that are just as 
much fun for them to watch as Zipessa in the Grade 1 
at Santa Anita.”

“We just loved how athletic she was,” Farrell said of 
Zipessa. “She was so light on her feet, and not very big, 
but that doesn’t bother me at all. Size means bigger 
price, anyway.”

Farrell guessed that the filly, out of a stakes-placed 
daughter of Horse Chestnut, would be a bit out of her 
clients’ price range, so she called them begging for just 
a bit more “wiggle room.” She was able to purchase the 
chestnut filly for $67,000.

Zipessa, as the Empyrean owners named her, earned 
her first black-type win in Parx’s G3 Dr. James Penny 
Memorial Stakes in July of this year, dominating by a 
convincing two lengths.

Over the next two months, Salustro and Gallagher had 
even more reason to be excited when their 2015 yearling 
purchase Diadura, also courtesy of agent Farrell along 
with a third partner, won a listed stakes race at Arlington 
Park, then tried the dirt at Keeneland in the G1 Alcibiades, 
finishing off the board. In the same time frame, Zipessa 
finished third in the G1 Beverly D at Arlington, then sec-
ond in the G1 Rodeo Drive at Santa Anita.

“To think that they ran in two Grade 1 races within 
about a week of each other with two different horses 
that they bought two years apart, that’s a pretty good 
record,” Stidham said. “It’s a credit to Marette Farrell.”

“It’s just fun to see two guys who love the game so 
much,” Farrell said. PRS

Get Your Money’s Worth
with a Program that
Gets Results!

GRADUATES ARE FINISHING STRONG IN 2016 WITH:
WINNERS-396  •  2YOs-34 (36)  •  STAKES-33 (12 GRADED)

St. Matthews, SC • Office: 803.655.5738
Email: office@webbcarroll.com 
Website: www.webbcarroll.com

We give your youngsters a
complete education suited

to their individual needs. 

Webb Carroll
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Carroll
Travis
Durr

Honor Roll
 Zipessa Helps Put Small Stable on Big Stage

By Chelsea Hackbarth

Visit www.PaulickReport.com 
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delivered to your inbox every day!
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38 Grade 1 or 2 Races
20 Grade 3, 67 listed stakes

tc@tcbloodstock.com
mobile: 859 421 0502

Tom Clark 333 W Vine Street Suite 300
Lexington, Kentucky
office: 859 268 9228

Thomas Clark Bloodstock, Agent has quietly
purchased broodmares which subsequently produced foals

that won or placed in at least 125 Black Type Races

Tom Clark is Mr. Under-the-Radar, a pro's pro who gets things done 
while making as little noise as possible. We're good friends, but 
regardless of that, I unhesitatingly endorse him professionally.
I listen to what he has to say.           –Bill Oppenheim
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Reigning sprint champion Runhappy has accumulated 
over 28,000 followers on Facebook, where the horse’s 
fans congregate for photos of the colt eating, dust-
bathing, and sleeping. The ownership/training team 
behind the big horse has had a remote camera trained 
on his stall 24/7, and followers with sharp eyes might 
notice a small ball of gray fur creep into the corner of 
the screen on occasion.

That would be Sancho, barn cat in residence at Runhappy’s 
shedrow at The Thoroughbred Center in Lexington, Ky.

Runhappy trainer Laura Wohlers picked up Sancho 
from a parking lot across from the training center last 
year in hopes he would become a good mouser.

Sancho has rewarded the kindness, having extermi-
nated mice from Runhappy’s barn and traveled to 
neighboring barns to capture mice and bring them to 
Wohlers and other barn staff. 

Wohlers remembers Sancho and Runhappy bonding 
early on. The colt seemed to instinctively know to watch 
his feet and teeth around the cat, and Sancho wel-
comed nuzzles from Runhappy in the aisle or atop his 
hay net.

“From the beginning, he’s always hung out with Happy, 
maybe partly because his stall is right by the office, that 
was the first horse he came to,” she said. 
“[Sancho] really watches him. It’s really strange, he’ll 
lay in front of [Runhappy] while he’s grazing, and 
[Runhappy]’ll just step over him.”

“Now, her and Sancho go in the stall with Runhappy, 
and he doesn’t seem to hurt her. Every now and then 
he’ll nudge her and she’ll run off,” said Wohlers. “She 
follows Sancho around. She used to stay in the barn 
until she started following him to other barns.”
Wohlers said Sancho is staying in Kentucky while Run-
happy is at the Breeders’ Cup in California because she 
is worried he could wander away from the barn there. 

So Happy Together
By Natalie Voss

PRS
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MORNING LINE

TOP YEARLINGS SOLD FOR  
$150,000, $105,000, $100,000, ETC.  

(15X STUD FEE)

Highest KEE SEP Average 
of any $10,000 Freshman Sire

Look for his yearlings at Fasig-Tipton October

HIP #S: 117, 172, 498, 529, 688, 930, 964
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One new Thoroughbred owner placed a frantic call to her 
farrier because she feared her recent broodmare purchase 
had foundered and was sloughing its hooves. She was par-
tially correct. The mare had foundered—years before—and 
it was sent to the sale wearing cosmetically disguised cuffs 
over all four gnarled hooves. 

Another horseman who had gotten a recently purchased 
two-year-old in training was bewildered when the horse, who 
had been acting sore-footed, developed what he concluded 
were horizontal cracks a half-inch below the coronary 
band on both front feet. Never having seen such a crack, 
he asked his farrier to look at the horse’s feet. The farrier 
quickly recognized that the horse had been fitted with cuffs 
that were beginning to grow out. 

Both horsemen asked not to be identified.

TELLTALE SIGNS
Dr. Scott Morrison, head of Rood & Riddle’s podiatry 
department, believes it is easy for a horseman to detect 
artificial hoof-repair material or adhesives on a sale horse. 
All the buyer needs to do is pick up the foot and look at it.

“Very few people at sales pick up feet anymore,” he said. 
“Some agents and buyers will. Hoof wall has horn tubules, 
which look like striations or vertical lines that run perpen-
dicular to the ground. Artificial wall—acrylics, epoxy, etc.— 
will not have horn tubules and have a smooth, glassy ap-
pearance. If you run your hands down the coronary band, 
and the junction between the hoof wall and coronary band 
isn’t smooth or it has a big wedge there where it looks like 
something has been added onto the wall, that’s a pretty 
good indication.”

Some of the telltale signs of cosmetic alterations are a 
seam or a bulbous appearance to the hoof where a layer of 
cuff or patching material has been laid down. If the buyer is 
not experienced in spotting cosmetic alterations, one way  
to detect them is by tapping on the synthetic material.  
Plastic will make a different sound than a solid hoof wall.

“You can definitely change the way a horse goes or change 
its status dramatically with special shoeing and the use 
of adhesives, etc.,” Morrison said. “There are a lot of tools 
available, and there will be a lot more of them coming down 
the pipes as technology gets more advanced.”

Deception is not always a consignor’s goal, Morrison  
cautioned.

“I believe some horses require special shoes, even glue-on 
shoes, to stay sound as breeding stock and athletes,” he 
said. “Sometimes hoof wall repair and glue-on shoes are 
only used temporarily to grow out a damaged or broken 
piece of hoof wall. Occasionally, the need for these materials 
coincides with a sale.

“Buyers should take notice and detect these materials, so 
they fully understand what they might be dealing with on 
their future purchase. In many instances the use of these 

materials may indicate a temporary need or in others a 
chronic, more serious condition. In either event, many ques-
tions should be asked, and I’d recommend a veterinarian 
and or farrier be called to take a look on your behalf.”

Continued from Page 1

PRS
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Hip 238 Chestnut colt by Algorithms x My Sweet Caro-
line, by Salt Lake: This colt is from the second crop by the 
unbeaten Algorithms (by Bernardini), who defeated Belmont 
Stakes winner Union Rags in the Holy Bull Stakes. This colt is 
a half-brother to stakes winner Sweet Cassiopeia (earnings 
of $653,407) and graded stakes-placed All Star Red (both by 
Five Star Day). Their dam is one of three producers of stakes 
winners out of stakes winner Aube d’Or (Medaille d’Or).

Hip 320 Dark bay filly by Power Broker x Piper Jade, by 
Harlan’s Holiday: This filly is from the first crop of G1 winner 
Power Broker (Pulpit), who was successful in the Frontrunner 
Stakes at 2, then won the G2 Indiana Derby at 3, when he 
was also second in the G1 Haskell. This is the first foal of a 
half-sister to stakes winner Steaming Home (Salt Lake), dam 
of G3 winner Steaming Kitten (Kitten’s Joy) and stakes win-
ner Backseat Memories (Johar).

Hip 383 Dark bay colt by Eye of the Leopard x Raw Gold, by 
Rahy: This colt’s sire was champion in Canada, where he won 
the Queen’s Plate. This colt is out of multiple graded winner 

PRS
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Five to Watch: 
A look at some of the sale’s top hips

By Frank Mitchell

Raw Gold, who won the G2 Landaluce Stakes at 2 and G3 
Santa Ynez at 3. Colt is a half-brother to stakes winners Our 
Channel (English Channel) and Kadira (Kafwain), winner of the 
Bassinet Stakes at 2 and dam of stakes winner Paola Queen 
(Flatter), winner of the G1 Test.

Hip 484 Bay colt by Soldat x She’s a Gold Mine, by Smart 
Strike: From the first crop by Soldat (War Front), this colt is 
the first foal of a winning half-sister to current stakes winner 
Holding Gold (Lonhro). They are out of G1 winner In the Gold 
(Golden Missile), who won the Gazelle and ran second in the 
Kentucky Oaks, earning $745,617. In the Gold is one of two 
stakes winners out of Incinerate (Groovy).

Hip 909 Bay filly by Gio Ponti x Catchascatchcan, by 
Pursuit of Love: Sire was a three-time champion who earned 
$6.1 million and has sired G1 winner Drefong (King’s Bishop) 
and Sir Dudley Digges (Queen’s Plate). The dam is G1 winner 
Catchascatchcan, who won the G1 Yorkshire Oaks and has 
produced Antonius Pius (Danzig), winner of the G2 Railway 
Stakes at 2 and second in the G1 Breeders’ Cup Mile. PRS


